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Manufacturers recognise that continuous improvement of production line efficiency is essential if they are
going to remain competitive and attract new customers with consistently high quality products.

While most understand that using robots could improve efficiency, competitiveness and quality; many are
concerned that any investment will have a long payback time, have reliability problems or will face
resistance from current employees who are scared of losing their jobs.

The majority of robot advertising does nothing to allay these concerns, showing almost human-like arms
wielding tools or moving products, often in a shower of sparks or accompanied by waltz music. The
movement of some robots is captivating, simply because they appear to replicate the human arm; indeed,
some types offer co-operative interaction side-by-side with humans.

But if that is your starting point for thinking about an investment, it is probably towards the higher end of
implementation cost.

That is why we need to encourage a re-examination of the subject and look at Robotics as a whole, 
not just Robots...

Background
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Let’s start with a definition, from a well-known
online encyclopaedia

Note, it does not say what a robot looks like, nor
does it say it will take a human’s job, only that it will
take on tasks ‘traditionally done by humans’.

In a production facility, the first challenge is to
determine which tasks within the manufacturing
process should be handled by robotics. The
reasoning is simple; robots are better at maintaining
repeatability and accuracy of simple repetitive tasks
– because they don’t get distracted or bored.

With a correctly assigned task the production line
will gain in two ways:
• Humans can do more involved tasks alongside 
the robot

• Productivity is likely to improve because there is 
less human error

But, of course, there is the cost of the robotic
solution, and the all important Return on Investment
(ROI). This is where a preconceived idea of what a
robot looks like could remain throughout the cost

analysis stage and result in a totally unrealistic
investment and lengthy ROI.

Many people envisage a robot to look like these:

These Articulated Arm Robots or the COBOT
versions are excellent machines, with great
versatility; particularly when manipulation is required
in multiple directions.

They are reasonably easy to specify in terms of load
capacity, operating envelope, and speed. It is also
reasonably straightforward to teach them positions,
and to build move programs. But they are costly, so
ROI can be hard to justify for many applications.

Robotics  n. the design, construction, and use of
machines (robots) to perform tasks done traditionally
by humans; robots are widely used in industry to
perform simple repetitive tasks.

Robotics or Robots –What is the difference?
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To evaluate the most cost-effective robotic 
solution, you first need to decide what the task
actually requires.

In applications such as screwdriver positioning,
product pick-and-place, laying a glue/sealant path or
camera inspection, movement usually needs to be
controlled in only 2 or 3 axes. Horizontally (left or
right) and/or vertically (up and down); commonly
known as X, Y, and Z axis.

Now, without the preconceived idea of what the
robot looks like, we can define and select a more
suitable robotic solution for the task, often at a
much lower cost - and shorter payback time than an
Articulated Arm or COBOT. 

We still want a solution that is easy to specify in
terms of load, operating envelope and speed. We
still want it to be straightforward to build move
programs and teach positions. This could reveal a
more viable option is using Cartesian Co-ordinate
Robotics.

As a definition:  

This defines the Cartesian robot appearance, as
shown in these examples:

Cartesian Robots from IAI Corporation
include all the mounting 
brackets, fixings and 
cable management 
you need to assemble 
it as shown here. 

Because it is specified as a complete assembly,
selection is just as easy as other robot types, you
simply need to decide the:

   a)  Stroke distance required for X/Y, Y/Z or 
X/Y/Z depending on the type chosen

   b) Load to be carried on the payload bearing 
       axis carriage

   c) Speed requirement for the application

Cartesian co-ordinates are two- or three-dimensional
rectilinear or rectangular co-ordinates. The two-
dimensional Cartesian co-ordinates, are conventionally
denoted the X- and Y-axes and chosen to be linear and
mutually perpendicular.

The three-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate system is a
natural extension to the two-dimensional version, formed
by the addition of  a Z-axis mutually perpendicular to the 
X-Y axes.
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There is no need for ‘servo sizing’ and matching to
third-party lead screw mechanism, because the
linear actuators are supplied with the servo motor/
encoder fitted. There is no need for bracket design,
and no CAD build time for the assembly.

Based on the Stroke - Load - Speed, the
equipment is delivered as a complete kit, ready for
assembly; including the controller and cables.

Selection of a suitable IAI Cartesian Robot is
surprisingly easy using their range selection tables
and perfomance is confirmed by tables in the
individual datasheets. A complete CAD model is also
available as a free download.

The complete model can then be incorporated into
the overall robot cell CAD design layout.

But what about control?
What makes a Cartesian Robot a Robot is that the
axes perform co-ordinated motion through a
common motion controller. 2- or 3-axis 
co-ordinated movement is otherwise known 
as interpolated motion.

As a definition: 

IAI robots use XSEL or MSEL controllers,
programmed with the simple and easy to use
Sequential Language (SEL); storing Position Table
and Operation Programs and communicating with
peripheral equipment.

A master PLC isn’t required for operation, although
communication to one is straightforward on any
common industrial fieldbus network if required.
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Interpolated motion is needed for when the path that
an object takes through space is important. For example,
the ability to finely control the speed of  each axis, so as to
move to any point in a straight line, with each axis
starting and completing their stroke at the same time.

Sophisticated motion controllers, which offer linear
interpolation, can move axes at any angle, and yet have
the point-to-point path be a straight line; More general
examples of  interpolated motion include Circular or Arc
interpolation, continuous Path motion along
combinations of  Linear and Arc moves and smooth
Spline motion through a series of  points.
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What about selection and cost?
Here is a real example from one of our customers:

Requirement
The customer needed to run a sealant mixer head around a component part using a 3D arc-interpolated path,
prior to assembly. A human operator places the part through a safety light-curtain into the robot cell so the
sealant delivery can be made accurately and repeatably.

The path program is controlled by the XSEL controller, with the command to run the program being delivered
over an Ethernet I/P network from a master PLC. The XSEL controller communicates with the PLC via an I/O
bit pattern over the network.

The effective stroke lengths required are X: 700mm, Y: 500mm, Z: 200mm
The payload of the sealant head is 6.5kg

Solution
ICSB3-BC    HB1     has a maximum X-axis stroke of 1100mm, Y-axis of 500mm, Z-axis of 400mm

Of course, we selected a specification to match the actual stroke requirement;

ICSB3 — BC1HB1M— 70AQ — 50AQ — 20AQB — T2 — 5L — CT — CT
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Model

Specification

Items
Series Type Encoder

Type
X-axis 
Stroke Option Y-axis

Stroke Option Z-axis
Stroke Option Applicable

Controllers
Cable

Length
Y-axis Z-axis

Cable management
ICSB3
Standard 3-axis
specification
ICSPB3
High precision 
3-axis specification

Refer to 
Model

Specification 
table

WA
Battery-less

Absolute

10: 100mm
100: 1100mm

<100: 1000mm>*
(Every 50mm)

*For self-standing cable

specification

Refer to 
Options 

table

10: 100mm

50: 500mm

(Every 50mm)

Refer to 
Options 

table

10: 100mm

40: 400mm

(Every 50mm)

Refer to 
Options 

table

T2: SCON
SSEL
XSEL-P/Q
XSEL-RA/SA

3L: 3mm
5L: 5m
nL: Specified

length

Refer to Explanation of
Model Designations

———— — — —— —T2BC HB1 WA



The XY configuration is selectable in the part code with the eighth digit (1-4)

The payload capacity of the Z-axis depends on the 11th character in the code (H, M, or L)

Choosing the ICSB3-BC*HB1M with a 7Kg payload capacity reveals the maximum speed rating

1200mm/sec for both X & Y axes and 480mm/sec for the Z-axis
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Y-axis 1200 —
Z-axis 480 —
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All servo driven linear actuators, mounting brackets, fixings, cable management and a 5m cable to the
controller are supplied with this single order code.

The actuators use Battery-Less Absolute encoders, so no homing is required after power cycle.
The Z-axis is equipped with a power-off brake to prevent a ‘falling load’ during servo power off.

Both X and Y axis actuator bodies are 120mm wide, whilst the Z-axis is 110mm wide, making a strong
and rigid cantilevered assembly

The XSEL controller part code is derived from the motor power of each axis and any network interface
required. This becomes:

XSEL — Q — 3 — 200WAI — 100WAI — 60WAIB — EP — P1 — EEE — 2 — 2

This XSEL drives all 3 axes, has an Ethernet I/P interface and 32in/16out digital I/O (standard)
Power supply is 240Vac 1ph.
Position table can contain up to 20,000 positions (XYZ coordinates)
128 operation programs are available, with an ability of multi-tasking using 16 programs

This image shows a 6-axis versionwww.lcautomation.com



In this case the cost of the Cartesian Robot and controller as described is

A programming software and cable package is also required

A sample program could be as simple as this one

Servo motors are switched on and a speed for the move is set. In this case to 100mm/sec to match the
sealant head requirement.

Interpolated move is made to XYZ coordinate Position-1 and then to Position-2 above the start point
of the Path move.

Qty Part Code Description Total

1 IA-101-XA-USBMW-ENG PC software and cable set £330

No. B E N Cnd Cmnd Operand 1 Operand 2 Pst Comment
1 SVON 111 Servo ON all axis
2 VEL 100 Set speed 100mm/s
3 MOVL 1 Move to Pos-1
4 MOVL 2 Move to Pos-2
5 BTON 320 Turn ON output
6 PATH 3 24 Path P-3 to P24
7 BTOF 320 Turn OFF output
8 MOVL 1 Move to Pos-1
9 EXIT End of Program

Qty Part Code Description Total

1 ICSB3-BC1HB1M-70AQ-50AQ-20AQB-T2-5L-CT-CT Caertesian robot, 700mm; 500mm; 200mm, 5m cables £7,920
1 XSEL-Q-3-200WAI-100WAI-60WAIB-EP-P1-EEE-2-2 Controller, 3-axis, Ethernet I/P, Dig I/O, 240V a.c. supply £3,370
1 CE-XSELPQ-200-2-3 CE Conformity filter set £210

£11,500
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Digital Output-320 is switched on to fire the sealant head solenoid.

The controller then drives the axes in arc-interpolated move through positions 3 to 24, before
switching off the sealant and returning to a ‘start’ Position-1.

This is obviously a very simple program, and other input signals or conditions can be introduced; but
it serves as an example of how straightforward the programming is.
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The example on the previous pages shows that for
an application requiring XYZ co-ordinate 3D move
pattern for screwdriver positioning, product pick-
and-place, laying glue/sealant path, or camera
inspection over a 700 x 500 x 200mm work
envelope, the Cartesian solution at £11.5K will be
very price competitive against other robot versions.

The ICSB range can be specified up to X-axis
2500mm, Y-axis 1200mm, Z-axis 600mm with loads
(depending on the model) of up to 20kg on the Z-
axis carriage.

With speeds of up to 1200mm/sec the Cartesian
solution will also match, or beat, the other types.

COBOTS have the advantage of working unguarded
next to operators because they will stop if they
meet an obstruction (to prevent injury). This means
they don’t require additional guarding, such as light
curtains, but there is a sacrifice of maximum speed –
so is a COBOT really necessary?

Or is a high speed solution within a guarded
production cell more desirable, more efficient and
ultimately more profitable?

The maintenance cost of the ICSB is also low. The
linear slide actuator only needs a scheduled
inspection and greasing to realise a long service life.
There is no need for dismantling and no timing belt
tensioning or replacement. With their battery-less
absolute encoders, there is no need to home or
reset the ‘origin’ of the system. In fact, maintenance
is generally carried out without a service contract
with either supplier or 3rd party integrator.

The XSEL-Q controller can meet Category-4 safety
when interfaced to recognised safety relays.

So, if you want to:

• Improve product quality and consistency

• Reduce operating costs

• Increase production output rates

• Improve quality of work for your employees

• Comply with the latest safety standards and
    improve workplace health and safety

Then call LC Automation on 01254 685900 
and speak to one of our experts about a
robotic solution from IAI Corporation

How does a Cartesian system compare to an
Articulated Arm or COBOT solution?
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Blackburn Head Office
Call us on 01254 685900  
or e-mail sales@lca.co.uk

Chippenham Sales Office
Call us on 01249 460099  
or e-mail sales.chippenham@lca.co.uk

Looking for more information?
You have come to the right place! Call Peter Stott 
on 01254 685900 if you need more information 
or would like to discuss a potential robotic application.

LC Automation Ltd, Duttons Way, Shadsworth
Business Park, Blackburn, Lancashire. BB1 2QR


